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PRELIMINARY AND SHORT REPORTS
A NEW TECHNIC IN PHOTOGRAPHY WITH THE USE
OF ULTRA VIOLET RAYS
I. FLUORESCENT HAIRS IN TINEA CAPITIS*
IRVING L. MILBEEG, M.D.
A method is presented which eliminates many of the difficulties frequently encountered
in taking color photos of fluorescent objects utilizing ultra Violet rays as a source.
MATERIALS USEO
1. Single lens reflex 35 mm. camera with extension tubes.
2. Kodachrome film, daylight type.
3. Five inch Corning filter, R45M, emitting a wave length of 3600 Angstrom units.
4. Ordinary flashbulb unit with 22 flash bulbs.
FIG. 1. TINEA CAPITIS (M. LANOSUM)
Black-White Reproduction from Original Kodachrome
METHOO
The camera opening is set at fS and the shutter at "bulb exposure", and the object is
focussed through the ground glass, using white light. The Corning filter *' R45M is placed
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in front of the flash unit. Lights are extinguished. The camera shutter is opened, the flash-
bulb set off, and then the camera shutter closed (this is the so-called "open-flash" method).
Previously it was necessary to expose the film for periods up to three minutes, usiog a
"Wood's light" as a source of ultra violet. The present technic eliminates the former tend-
ency to produce blurring of the pictures resulting from the motion of the patient. To illus-
trate the result of this new method, a photograph of fluorescent hairs in a child with tinea
capitis (M. lanosum) is shown. Because of the difficulty and expense of colored reproduc-
tions, only a black and white print made from a Kodachrome transparency is published
herewith.
Further studies using this method arc being pursued.
